
THEORIST OF THE SCIENCE AND SENSIBILITY
OF LANDSCAPE

Cr-¿.uog Rucnr-nR

I do not know if in all the world there is a mole beautiful prospect than
the one this tenace affords, But how to describe it to YOUR MAJESTY!
.., What can I say, after all, about the effect the extremity of this magical
Lake produces in the rniddle of the picture? How can I express what the
eye ceaselessly, greedily seeks there, never able to decide what it sees?'

Seeing and showing was the project with which Jean-André Deluc
occupied himself upon his arrival in Lausanne at the end of the month of
September l774.He went there to wander in the Alps and record his
observations. His program was harder to accomplish than might be
thought. What should and can one see? The human eye is a limited instru-
ment: light and moisture produce magical effects in the mountains that
sometimes can confuse the mind. And how describe the scenes to others?
Language is an even more limited and misleading tool than sight. Nor is
painting any less illusory. Each medium invents its own devices and
constructs its rationalizing frameworks, whereas what the traveler should
do is only feel, appreciating the world through his sensibility. Deluc
wrote a whole book on this subject.

1. Dnruc AND TRAVEL wRrrrNG

In 1778. the publìshing house of De Tune in The Hague produced
Deluc's Lettres physiqttes et morales, sur les montagnes et sur I'histoire
de la terre et de l'homme adressées à la reine de la Grande Bretagne,
which it later reissued under the title, Lettres sur quelques parties de la
Suisse et sur le climat d'Hières, adressées à la reine de la Grande
Bretagne. The success of the work may be judged by its appearance also
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in German 1n l77B and its enlargement, in five volumes and two editions,
in Paris in 1,779-80, under its original title, which also had a German
translation. The first edition of I778 is the basis of the present article.'?

The Lettres phyiques et morales of I778 is a travel nanative presented
in fourteen letters addressed to Queen Charlotte. They were written at
irregular intervals between 30 September I774 and 10 April 1775 from
Lausanne (four letters), Geneva (one), and Hyères and Montpellier
(nine). After their autumn excursion tn I774, Deluc and his traveling
companion spent the winter in the south of France, hence the datelines
of the last nine letters. But the work is principally an account of travel
through Switzerland, a popular theme during the last quarter of the eigh-
teenth century.

Travel literature is little constrained by rules and conventions. As a
result, it is capable of containing a wide variety of content and writing
styles. Its flexibility and openness are not so great, however, that it cannot
be distinguished from other genres.' Travel narrative always involves
three functions, which may be called testimonial, epistemic, and
aesthetic. The first of these has to do with the lwho travels and who
relates the incidents of the journey. The second concerns the difference
between what the traveler knew at the beginning of the journey and what
he knows at its end. Finally, the aesthetic function relates to the manner
and style of writing (the poetics of the text) and to the pleasure, and even
delight, evoked by reports of high-minded adventure. The delight appeals
to the senses, the emotions and the imagination.

During most of the eighteenth century, the epistemic function domi-
nated travel writing, as in the accounts of voyages of exploration to the
Orient or of circumnavigations of the globe (Anson, Cook, Bougainville,
etc.). Naturalists of the period also frequently wrote travel literature. In
the linearity of its structure, travel nanative easily allows the translation
of the empiricism of natural history into literary form. Travel writing thus
develops readily around the process of observing and the intellectual
syntheses that emerge from it. It reproduces the mental as well as the
geographical route followed, the hypotheses formulated, the facts and the
objects collected, and the history of discovery. This last feature is its

' Cf. Claude Reichler', La dëcouverte des Alpes et la questiott dtt pa1'sage (Geneva:
Georg, 2002), fol earlier versions ofideas about Deluc's book pursued here.

' Claude Reichler, "Pourquoi 1es pigeons voyagent? Remarqnes sur les fonctions dtt
r'écit de voyage," Versants,50 (2005), 11 36.
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particular merit in comparison to scientific treatises and memoirs, for
new knowledge revealed proglessively, in the manner of its acquisition,
is quickly comprehended. To take an example close to Deluc: Horace-
Bénédict de Saussure chose to present his own scientific oeuyre in this
form in his voyages dans les Alpes (r779-96), which collapses several
different expeditions into a single narrative, structuring scientific expe-
rience so as to serve didactic goals. This particular form of scientific
writing disappeared gradually after the publication of its last chef
d'oeuvre, the travels of Alexander von Humboldt.a

During the last third of the eighteenth century, the aesthetic function
gained dominance in travel writing including the accounts of scientific
travelers. The success of aesthetic categories such as the sublime or
the picturesque, experienced on the sea shore or in the mountains, along
with the new culture of viewing originating in the English practice of
landscape gardening, and the fashion for sensibilily running through
enlightenment Europe, all emphasized, and perhaps to some extent
constructed, the pleasure felt in the contemplation of landscape.' The
epistemic and the aesthetic functions maintained a close relationship
during the long transitional period between the Enlightenment and
Romanticism, so that landscape painters and travel writers continued to
give considerable space to scientific considerations. Natural philoso-
phers for their part paid attention to the beauty of nature and its plea-
sures. Narratives of travel in the Alps constitute a testing ground for the
convergence of the epistemic and aesthetic, of the scientific and the
artistic.

LeNoscep¡: A covpt¡x oBJECT

The particular circumstances of Deluc's journey and the epistolary
form obliged him to give real substance and soul to the 1 addressing itself
to Queen charlotte. Hence the testimonial function is exercised more,
and the epistemic less, than in the later multi-volume versions of the
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Lettres.6 In 1778, Deluc wrote more as a man of letters than as a man of
science. That does not mean that science is not conspicuous in the first
version. The history of mountains and glaciers, the formation of fog, the
temperature of the air, the refraction of light, the creation of rainbows,
and the functioning of the human eye frequently figure, and are explained
by reference to Deluc's own work. Nor does Deluc fail to inform us that
the ultimate pulpose of his travels is to collect information relevant to his
developing theory of the earth.

On the other hand, Deluc spent much time on what might now be
called ethnology and anthropology, the "moral" part of the moral and
physical letters. He described with care the alpine communities he
encountered, village life, family customs, and the organization of agri-
culture. His judgments usually were conservative; he praised the
alltnend (traditional communal pasturing) practiced in the Bernese
Oberland, and criticized the recent establishment of manufacturing in
the mountains of Neuchâtel. He extolled the simplicity of mountain folk
and villagers opposed to the sophistication of the inhabitants of prein-
dustrial urban societies. This idealism was more moderate and practical
than that of Rousseau, who is cited in |he Lettres, but may well have
been inspired by him.

Both these aspects of the Lettres-attention to natural phenomena and
the human condition, and, via descriptions of natural scenery and village
life, to their interaction-suggest that Deluc did not abandon his position
of naturalist in writing his travelogue. Rather, he directed his attention to
a new branch of natural history, which might be called landscape theory.
In his narrative, Deluc deploys a number of extensive landscape descrip-
tions as a means of presenting to the gaze of his royal readerboth the
places he has visited and their natural and human characteristics. These
descriptions are in the sentimental style fashionable in both England and
France at the time. The first letter opens with a word picture of the land-
scape of Lake Geneva, which functions as the starting point both of the
journey and the book (Fig. 3.1). Letters I, II, VI, VII, X, XIII and XIV
each contains one lengthy description and sometimes two, which, taken
together, make a significant contribution to the fashion for alpine land-
scapes. A number of historical factors explain this interest in all things

o J.L. Heilbron, "Citoyen de Genève and philosopher to the Queen of England,"
Archives des scíences,58 (2005), 84 7; Martin J,S. Rudwick, Bnrsting the limits of títne:
The reconslruction o-f geohistory in tlrc age of revolutíott (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 2005),

o A. von Humboldt, Relatíott lristoriqtte du yot,age cntx régions éqtinoxíclles dtt ttou-
vecru contittent, 1799-1804 (3 vols., Paris: various publishers, 191425). See chapter 10
(Home).

5 The expression "culture of viewing" comes from Michel conan,s preface to the
Flench translation of Williarn Gilpin, Three essojts on pícttffesque beauUjl7921 lparis:Editions du Moniteur, l98l ¡.
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alpine: questions about the formation of mountains, the tradition of the
grand tour, and the sea change in aesthetic taste that elevated feeling over
reason and the dynamic over the well-ordered. Landscape enabled inte-
gration of all these factors. To observe and to understand landscape
implies a grasp of the natural environment and an understanding of the
human communities that have shaped it.

To bring home these perceptions and connections, Deluc required a
detector. He invented a most sensitive instrument for the purpose: Mlle
S*. On the European journeys he undertook between lj74 anð, 1778
under the patronage of King George III, he was accompanied occasion-
ally by ElizabeÍh Schwellenberg, one of the Queen's ladies-in-waiting.'

3.1 - Lake of Lansanne above Paudex. william Beattie, switzerland illustrated
itt a series o.f vietvs taleen expres,sly.lor thÌs workby I4t.H. Barlett. London: virlue,
1 836. courtesy ofthe Bibliothèque cantonale et universitaiLe, Lausanne.

? "Schwelly" as the English court nicknamed Deluc's cornpanion occasionally tnms
u! in Geolg christoph Lichtenbelg's conesponclence as "Mámsel Schwellenbérg" or
"Madame oiselle Schwellenbergin." clarissa campbell om, "eueen char.lotte as pation,,'
The court historicut, 6:3 (2001),1.83 212.
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She was with him in Switzerland, which she visited for her health.
Making the best of necessity, Deluc treated Mlle S* as the barometer of
the sentiments one should feel on viewing dramatic landscapes for the
first time. Thus Deluc, the maker of scientific tools, invented a human
instrument for observing the double approach, scientific and moral, to
landscape. Mlle S* functions as a sort of mercury that registers the
pressure of impressions and the heat of emotions. She is both the object
and the means of experiment, like Locke's child, Condillac's statue, or
Diderot's blind man. Whether Deluc is presenting a series of observa-
dons made in realìty during the journey or a thought experiment for the
edification of the Queen (and readers of his book) scarcely matters. Mlle
S* is the means by which a complex phenomenon can be understood (in
this she takes on an epistemic function) and by which the pertinence of
Deluc's landscape obseryations and the results he extracts for his theory
can be justified (testimonial and aesthetic functions).

R¡,¡.orNcs oF MLLE S*

Surprise, amazement admiration, emotional shock are Mlle S*
responses to dramatic landscape. Here we find her at Sion: "There is no
change of scenery in the theatre that so strilces ts as Mad. S was struck on
arriving on the summit."t Again, leaving Bern: "The moment we arrived
above fthe hill], the amphitheatre of the Mountains was revealed in its
entirety. Mad. S was so struck by it,lhal she immediately ordered the
carriage to stop."e Before the spectacle of the rainbow formed at the base
of the Staubbach waterfall: "I cannot undertake to express Mad. S's
amazement to Y[our] Mfajesty]."'n On the Grindelwald glacier: "One of
those crevasses, which suddenly appeared to us on leaving a wood that
we had crossed to reach fhe Glacier, so stntclc Mlle. 5., that she was trans-
fixed and struck dumb."" On the Marchairuz Pass, emerging above a sea
of clouds: "Wewere gripped by somethinggrea|, something extraordi-
nary, amazing, in a word, something from another world."''

' LPnr,LettelI, 14,
' LPm,Leller II,44.
'o LPnt,letter V, 94.
'' LPm , Leltet X, l, 49 .

" LPttr, Lettel XIV, 215, italics addecl.
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Letter XIII relates an autumnar excursion through the forests thatoverhang Lake Neuchâtel. The two traverers haã been crimbing.suddenly they emerged into an open pasture above the trees and saw a
smounted to contemplate several
n; in the background beyond, the
behind them and on either.side thesurnmìts, forests, and precipices of the Jura Mountains ranged as far asthe eye could see.

But little by little, I
that I anticipared. It
lost in a drearn, no

r; and rhen .n. "r,f":,tjriJ.oJ'ï:iJ::
rernptariontospeak;*o.ds.o,.rld,åTiålp": j'ji:i,?"',",1,::3;,,:;ï2i,
we arelwould say everything, if the expression were strií u.eá. l¿rt.. s.for"rnd anothel' that moved tn. but did not snrprise me. In her caÌm anddrea'rlike state, tears.appe_ared through her haif_closea 

"y.tAr, fo'o*eAimmediatety by a smile. Wat ìs this?-shethen said i, ,;qíi;;;;in reattycn,ing.for joy.,,
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church through the dividing fog, then the village around it, and fìnally the
countryside, its copses illuminated by shafts of sunlight.

Ml1e S. \¡/as not expecting such a metamorphosis. Never had such a
curtain opened before her eyes; her amazement was indescribable. She
imagined that she had been transpolted to this special place, whele the
very clouds opened fol her'. She was reminded of fbarometrical]
announcements of fine weather to inhabitants of the plains.. . .. And the
very idea that she might herself be up in this pure ail, whose return,
together with fine weather, gives such pleasurable anticipations.
amounted in her to all the delights her imagination could devise. Much
would she have wished to continue to contemplate these ahnost heavenly
scenes.'t

Ml1e S* here gives a multitude of responses to what she sees, of course,
but also to what she feels (the freshness of the air, the breeze on her skin),
imaginary movements (she imagíned that she had been transportec[),
mcmory $he was remindeQ, self-consciousness (the idea that she might
herself be), etc. All these elements come together to create her experience
ofjoy in the landscape , joy in which both body and soul participate.

We note how often the mention of mountain air comes up: its purity
(this pure air), ifs invigorating quality, and all the benefits that it brings
to the traveler. Deluc repeated this fol the benefit of the Queen: for Mlle
S*, who came to lhe mountains for hel health, the good mountain air is
doing its therapeutic work. By associating its qualities with the beauty of
the landscape, Deluc suggested that aesthetic surroundings also improved
health. Sensibility is brought to a peak during their descent, as they
rejoice in seeing that the veil of cloud has lifted completely and enjoy the
different points of view they encountered on their way.

Like the book that contains it, their journey in Switzcrland ends with
a eulogy to air and light. Deluc mixes his enthusiasm for landscape with
scientific explanations about its formation and about the dissipation of
clouds under the heat of the sun. The author of Modifications of the atmo-
sphere is once againathome. He reminds us constantly of the state of the
air throughott the Lettres, in which observations always contain meteo-
rological notes.'u Here he goes beyond the reactions of his traveling

" LPm, Leffer XIY ,221-2,
'o The book's fir-st landscape description devclops a detailed meteolological account

ofthe valiations oflight over Lake Geneva and the optical effects caused by light passing
thlough clouds and mist, a fi'equent sr.rbjcct of scientific and acsthetic intelest at the end
of the eighteenth century.

observing with virtuary medical precision, if somewhat voyeuristi-cally, thc altered breathing, the veiied regard, the flowing tear.s, theoffered smile, the naturalist notes all his companio''s physiolãgical reac_tions, her "striking symptoms," from which he draws iri, g.rr.;t conclu-sions. Although he shares her feelings, he nonethelesJ deregates theexpression of his own subjectivity to this being whose sensibiliy seemskeener and more visceral than his own. Thrùgh her croseners to the
Queen, moreover, Mlle Sx wil enable the addrcssee to place herserf inthe position of the subject of the experience una to'."froduce theemotions described in her imagination.

The last letter of the volume relates an excursion in the vailée de Jouxduring which the traverers climb to the summit of the Dent de vaulion.
The.e they are gratified by the spectacre of the immensity of the Alpinerange and of the sea of fog opcning beneath thern.'a ihey grimpse a

t3 LPm, Letter XIII, 191-2.
'o This panorama was to become famous in the description of it by Goethe, whoviewed it in octobe' 1779 together with the young DuLe of weimar. ri. i"rrrì.r-'.d i, t"'.the first time in the year' 1796 in tlie Jour.nal oihis ñiend schiller , Díe oltren. see GoeÍhesSchweizer Rei,sen, ed. paul Stapf (Basel: Birkhäuser, l95g).
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companion to exercise his painter's eye for meteorological phenomena.
Here are two moments taken fi'om the night spent close to the foot of the
glacier (which at that time reached virtually to the village) in
Grindelwald, when the full rroon rose to illuminate the surrounding
mountains with its pale clarity. First the response of the traveling
companion: "Never would Mlle. S. forget this moonrise. The sudden bril-
liance with which it shone is quite inexpressible." Then the painter's:
"The moon shone brightly enough for us to be able to make out those
motionless waves fundulations in the surface of the glacier], which never-
theless appeared to rush into one another so that they looked like nothing
so much as one of vernet's stoms."'7 Joseph Vernet was the master of
storms and shipwrecks. the painter par excellence of the sublime
seashore. Diderot gave a most glowing account of his work exhibited at
his 1759 salon." while Deluc often referred to painters in his rumina-
tions on landscape, only vernet met with his approval; he rejected claude
Lorrain, Poussin, Salomon Gessner, and others for copying idearized
classical models.

2. A scrnNcr oF ECSTASy

A close association between aesthetics and science, as well as
between the sensibility of Mlle S* and the obseruations of the philoso-
pher, is continually being drawn in the landscape descriptions. Here is a
last example: a visit made to the Staubbach Falls during which the trav-
elers admired the rainbow produced at its foot (Fig. 3.2). The site was
well lcnown. Albrecht von Haller had devoted a stanza of his poem Die
Alpen (1732) to it. Bernese aftisans had engraved prints of it and travel-
ers already thought of it as a compulsory station on their pilgrimages of
admiration. The paintings of caspar wolf, the earliest of whìch were
produced in the same year as Deluc's visit, would soon increase their.
reputation.'e Having arrived at the romantic site in the morning, Deluc
and Mlle s* first admired the interminable ranks of serried slopes backed
by the snow-capped summits before approaching the waterfall just as the

'1 LPnt, Letter X, 151.

3.2-Viewof Staubbach. G. Engelmann,Lettres su|Iastti,sse (Paris: Engelmann,
1823), 1, 38-9. Courtesy of the nibliothèqu. publique et universitaire, Neuchâtel.
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oleasure issue unconsciously from the philosopher and theologian, who,
ät the level of his conscious miud, is only describing a landscape? More
than the sensual lexical frame, which he uses so insistently, the sequen-
tial structure of the text quite literally describes an orgasmic crescendo of
pleasulc and emotion. This is followed by the capture of the two protag-
onists in the sort of magic circle formed by the solar iris. And finally they
descend again, cheerfully and rapidly. Should one read into this coupled
intensity of expedence the sublimation of erotic emotions? Is Mlle S*
perhaps a Mme Guyon of landscape, and Deluc hel Fénelon, quick to
e¡U,logize pleasures of senses become indistinguishable from spiritual
aspiration? And finally, what are we to make of his approach to all these
landscapes as a powerful sensual stimulus?

To go further in unpacking the subconscience of Deluc the naturalist
theologian would be unproductive. The use, however, of the lexical fi'ame
of love within an intellectual text interlogating the relationship between
man and nature can also be explained by the contemporary predominance
of sensibility, which transformed the force of erotic responses into an
impulse of a more sentimental or even spiritual kind: a transformation
that in turn altered the way the human value system considers things." In
the letters, landscape provides the oppoftunity of interaction between the
senses and the spiritual, between the carnal and the divine; the opportu-
nity for a desired mingling, ol rather a communion, of levels. Deluc
considered this communion a gift, an ecstasy, that nature offers to
mankind. "Here are the ecstasies in which I fìnd myself when I am in the
mountains," he writes during the extended reflection that followed his
discovery of the vast panorama of the Alps viewed from Chaumont.'a

Mlle S*, for whom no precipice holds any terror but who is frightened
by the balking of a small dog, reacts like a child: she is both inattentive
and susceptible to capture by wonders, in which her imagination over-
whelms and exalts her. She is moved by everything, discovers the world
avidly, and everywhere follows her rlentor, whose feeling and pleasure

tt "When emotion is coupled with a molal sense allied with leason and intuition, an
individual's susceptibility to the experience and expression ofsincere and spontaneousemot by which theincliv rytclopeclia qf
the R aftesbury and
Aclam Srnith, with whose wolks Deluc was familiar', insisted that ernotion leads to knowl-
edge as well as, if not bettel than, r'eason does.

" LPm, Letter XIII, p. 195.

sunlight began to light its foot.
form and light effects of the wat

It appeared to us as-though the most ardent flame was issring fì.om the
íiJ,ff"î.îtåwrr'e, aithe ,u,,," ti_., ,h; fàì1. äüå"ïìääi.¿,*. 

"

e completely, we must follow the
rstent arabesque ofsenses, woven of
collìes as clear as ifsketched on the

_century texts will recognize thee as the vocabulary of arnorousjust as of sensual pleasure), the
the.feelings of tlte heart A little

s ,,a demanding mistress...able to
fforts."r2 Does this vocabulary of

'" LPnr, Letter.V, 94.', Ibid., g5.:r lbicl,,96.
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are stimulated and renewed through hers. when moved to tears by the
beauty of the landscape at chaumont, she asks helserf about this
newfound childlikeness :

Have I suddenly gone backwards in life? Never have I experienced, with
no appal'ent cause, anything like the state in which I find myself, except
in the most selene days of my childhood..'

In addition to her character of sensitive woman and her role as exper-
irnental subject, Mlle S* also constitutes the narrator's feminine double,
allowing him to gauge his own emotions. They appreciate the same
things; and we and ¿rs provide the most fi'equent subject person of the
verbs of their emotions and experiences, particularly during their visit to
the Staubbach Falls. They share a natural ecstasy, which we must under-
stand in all its paradoxes if we are to grasp the fullness of the theory of
landscape expounded in the Letters.

In his exposition of this theory at the cnd of Letter XIII, Deluc first
evokes Rousseau and the journey made through canton valais by the
hero of hìs La Nouvelle Héloi'se (176r) to escape from Jurie d'Etanges,
with whom he is hopelessly in love. Deluc adopts Rousseau's idea that a
stay in the mountains, breathing their pule air, moderates the passions and
calms the senses to produce an "ethereal feeling" (Rousseau's term).
Deluc goes so far as to compare this feeling of detachment, which he
assimilates to ecstasy, to death. Etymologically, ecstasy is here a species
of out-of-body experience, a means of achieving an existence separate
from the corporeal l: "oh, I exist! My God! And I praise you! I really
shed this bodily envelope! I need imagine nothing more to conceive of
pelfect happiness!"to

This realization of the spiritual nature of the soul thr.ough experience
of sensual pleasure constitutes the paradox of landscape grandeur. Man
finds himself elevated above his carnal nature, while God is revealed to
him in the splendor of His works. Faithful to his naturar theology, always
his guide in his research into the history of the earth, Deluc fiercely
attacks sensualìst philosophy and mechanistic rnaterialism. Beyond their
exploitation as temporarily useful images, he rejects altogether the idea of
autornatons and machines: the intelligent harpsicltord and iryitable./ibres
of sensualist science. contrary to these metaphors, mountain travel and

" LPn, Lettel XIII, 192
'o LPtn, LcttelXIII, 193
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the experience of landscape deliver observations pertinent to repiacing

mechanistic systems by the sense of selfhood that equips mankind with a
reflexive conscience. An animated statue cannot know itself:

fMaterialists] may sometimes clirnb to the mountaintops, and I trust that
lhey shall then feel themselves something more than Automata; that they
shall leam to discern lhe Being rhaf .feels. & to distinguish it from every-
thing associated with it.'?

Like Rousseau-and, before him, Adam Smith inthe Theorv of moral
.çentiments (1759)-Deluc deduces mofality from sensibility, and the
latter fi.om an awakened conscience." We see that Mlle S* has played the

part of chemical reactant or experimental apparatus just long enough for
her. to become awale of herself. In the "silence of her body" (silence des

organes),her emotions in the presence of landscape are more than simple
nervous reactions; they are ontological awakenings. The ambiguity
remains complete. Of this wolnan so easily a victim to etnotional
upheaval and tears, Deluc now says, "It is this calm, this pefect silence
of her body that Mlle S. felt, that caused her such happiness on the
Mountain of Neufchatel."'o

3. L¡Nusctpr 
^ND 

HoMo ALPINUS

Mlle S*'s presence in the Lettres may also be read from a social
per.spective as an external reactive, an urban proto-tout'ist introduced into
the Aips. In that case, the text contains an internal control type: the alpine
peasantry described by Deluc. Their behaviour and way of life posed
questions of moral observation that were widely discussed during the
second halfofthe eighteenth century. They underlined a second essential
aspect of landscape: the adaptation of mankind to his natural environ-
ment, a subject now called cultulal landscape. Deluc effected a proto-
ethnological survey of homo alpintts, in which he was as adept as

Rousseau. He identified with mountain villagels who were "happy
simply to live." Audaciously inviting his royal patron to share this iden-
tification, Deluc portraycd the natural man as he saw him: "I do believe

'1 LPm, Letter XIII, 204.t, ,,Smith links sight, sensation, etnotion and rnorality as the constituent elements of
sensibility." Murray (ref. 23), 1039.

'" LetteL XIII, 206.
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e sort ofvillagers I have
only the abstract idea of
on of our soul, then we

communities in the Bernese Oberl
villagers, the virtuous life of the
context of reseryations about the
society. When Deluc's obseryation
they appear less naive and t
ing. In the complete edition
these themes in connection

Just like Mlle S*, though in a diffe.ent register, the alpine peasantcauses the narrator-traveler to reveal his true self, which is different fromthe identity attributed to hirn rry th. ;;i;ry to which he berongs. Thepeasant prompts a thought experimenf, whict Deluc ..rut.riã'rî" eueenas a means of thinkìng phil0sophica'y about mankind and the ultimatepurpose of human societies.

at stake in the journey. If we add tc
cultural landscape, we come to the heart of Deluc,s theory. He did notexpound it in a systematic mann
isrìcs, or k."¡ i,;;;from theoro ifv its character-
to avoid.3, yàt still it consriture, ;ålt"w¿s 

careful

n fact constitute
n more obvious

,s d e t, a hn o, o n ¿,1]1llli'i ï:ï:
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relaledthe three attempts he made to reach the summit ofthe Buet Glacier,
whiclr he finally accomplished with his brother late in September 1770.3'
He described the discovely of the high mountain landscape in a lively
but sober way, a far cry from Ml1e S*'s transports of sensibility. The
conjunction of amazement and dread, the emotional response to the
splendor of the still unknown universe, are present, but without evoking
an explicit reaction for lack of a mechanism for theolizing about subjec-
tive experience. Following the journey of 7774, in the complete edition
of the Lettres, Deluc described many trips through Germany, Flanders,
and the Netherlands. He developed his "cosmology" through descrip-
tions of the marine fossils that anchored his diluvialist concept within
the fi'amework of his natural theology. But if Mlle S*, who invariably
accompanied him during this part of the journey, appears from time to
time, she plays no part in the text. The theory of landscape had been
produced in the Alps; there was no further need of the sensitive soul.
Without bothering to contradict his earliel affirmations, Deluc wrote:
"There is a world of difference between enjoying and knowing....
Enjoyment is concerned only with the surface of things, whereas knowl-
edge concerns their interior."" Here the cpistemic has reclaimed all its
prerogatives. What has the pleasure of reading, or even knowledge,
gained by it?
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